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Year 5 At Home Learning Plan: Term 3 Week 4 and 5
You will not need access to a digital device to complete the following activities. You will need help from a parent/carer and possibly
resources from your teacher.  All activities are to be completed in the exercise book provided.

Friday 6/8 Monday 9/8 Tuesday 10/8 Wednesday 11/8 Thursday 12/8

Morning English
Spelling:
Activities:
● Look, Cover, Write,

Check.
● Rainbow writing- all

words
● 5x compound

sentences

Brain break: 5x star
jumps; 10x squats; Run
on the spot for 20
seconds. Repeat twice.

Fruit break

English
Spelling:
Activities:
● Look, Cover, Write,

Check.
● Verb, noun, adjective

sort-  all words
● Hidden words-  all

words

Brain break: Put on your
favourite song and
dance your heart out.

Fruit break

English
Spelling:
Activities:
● Look, Cover, Write,

Check.
● Consonant and

vowel-  all words
● Pyramid-  all words

Brain break:
5x burpees; 10x star
jumps; Run on the spot
for 20 seconds. Repeat
twice.
Fruit break

English
Spelling:
Activities:
● Look, Cover, Write,

Check.
● Fancy words-  all

words
● Join the dots-  all

words

Brain break: Go outside
and look up to the sky.
Count how many
animals you can find.

Fruit break

English
Spelling:
Activities:
● Look, Cover, Write,

Check.
● Alphabetical order-

all words
● Upper and Lower

case words- all
words

Brain break:
Meditation, put some
calming music on for 10
minutes and control your
breathing.
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Writing:
Character building:
Create a mindmap of a
character. To think of a
character, ask yourself
the following. Is it:
- living or nonliving?
- where could you find

it?
- what is it?
- what are its interests

(likes, dislikes,
hobbies)?

Reading:
Read a book/ magazine/
newspaper for 10
minutes. Write a short
paragraph summarising
what you read.

Writing:
Character building:
Design a complication
for your character that
links with their interests
(check your mindmap:
what could possibly go
wrong for your
character?). Include
interesting words you
would like to use in your
compilation.

Reading:
Read a book/ magazine/
newspaper for 10
minutes. Write a short
paragraph making
connections between
what you have read and
what you know about it.

Writing:
Create an introduction
that goes for 2
paragraphs including:
- Who (include

interesting details and
several sentences)

- When (how can you
make this interesting?)

- Where (use excellent
wow words to allow the
reader to visualise the
setting).

Reading:
Read a book/ magazine/
newspaper for 10
minutes. Write a short
paragraph explaining the
things you could
visualise while you were
reading.

Writing:
Write 2 paragraphs that
develop your character’s
relationships with others
(secondary
characters). Include:
- description of

secondary characters.
- proper punctuation for

any kinds of speech.
- do not overuse

speech marks!
Stories are more than
just dialogue.

Reading:
Read a book/ magazine/
newspaper for 10
minutes. Write a short
paragraph making
predictions about the
text.

Fruit break
Writing:
Complete a detailed
complication and
resolution. Remember to
describe the emotional
response for your
characters in your
complication.

Reading:
Read a book/ magazine/
newspaper for 10
minutes. Write a short
paragraph summarising
what you read.
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Break Lunch Break Lunch Break Lunch Break Lunch Break Lunch Break

Middle Mathematics
Skills Practice: Write out
your four times tables.

Number Talk:
Use as many strategies
as possible to solve this
problem: 4 273 - 719

Number:
Choose a number
between 10 000 and 99
000. Use words and
pictures to create a
poster showing as much
information about the
number as possible.

Addition and Subtraction
What happens when you
add an odd number to
an even number? Do
this 5 times using
different numbers, then
explain what the rule

Mathematics
Skills Practice: Write out
your five times tables in
the grid provided.

Number Talk:
Write down as many
different ways as
possible to break down
this number: 17 326

Math Investigation:
How many days have
you been at MSPS for?
Answer as accurately as
you can. Try to use the
exact number of days,
hours, minutes?

Addition and Subtraction
Write 5 real-life word
problems that need to be
solved using addition.
Answer each problem
and show your working.

Mathematics
Skills Practice: Write out
your 3 times tables in the
grid provided.

Number Talk:
Use as many strategies
as possible to solve this
problem: 2 409 - 612

Math Investigation:
1. Design a maths

poster that will help
your classmates
understand a tricky
math idea.

2. Create a timetable of
your week. You could
include the different
lessons you have at
school as well as
scheduled time for
homework, sleeping,
eating and your
favourite activities.

Mathematics
Skills Practice: Write out
your 10 times tables in
the grid provided.

Number Talk:
Write down as many
different ways as
possible to break down
this number: 73 529

Math Investigation:
1. Budget a trip for your

family to a place of
your choice. Think
about how much
accommodation and
food would cost for
everyone as well as
tickets to any
attractions your
family would enjoy in
that area.

PDHPE
Review:
Look at your physical
activity diary from this
week. Calculate how
much time each day was
spent on physical
activity.
Challenge: identify two
personal goals for a
more active lifestyle.
Brainstorm how you
could achieve each goal.

Plan: how you might
involve other members
of the family in this
physical activity
challenge.
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might be.

Break Break Break Break Break Break

Afternoon PDHPE
Keep a diary of physical
activity you participate in
each day this week.
Record the time spent
each time.

Practise: throw and
catch a ball in different
settings. Use a tennis
ball or small ball that fits
in one hand. Throw the
ball overhead 10 times
and catch it with the
same hand thrown.
Record how many times
they caught the ball out
of 10 throws. Swap
hands and repeat the
above process. Now try
this again and try to beat
the original score. Next,
find a flat or uneven wall.
Right hand under arm

History
Create a mindmap of all
the facts you can
remember about
federation.

Read the information on
the front of the sheet
Steps to Federation.
Using a highlighter or a
pencil, highlight the
important events leading
up to Federation.

Complete the worksheet
on the back.

CAPA- Art
Strengths:
Refer to the strength list
below and pick a
strength that you believe
refers to you.
Create an artwork that
has your name in it as
well as the strength you
have chosen.

Science
Begin to create a healthy
menu using sustainable
resources (eg. using
vegetables from a
garden rather than
frozen vegetables from
the supermarket.
- What are the

ingredients you need
to create this meal?

- How do you make this
meal? (Write
step-by-step
instructions on how to
create it. Be sure to be
clear and concise with
your instructions: don’t
forget anything!)

- What are the
sustainable practices

Catch-up
Finish tasks from
Monday -Thursday that
you didn’t complete.

Make a paper airplane.
Measure how far the
plane flies. Repeat the
flight three more times
and average the
measurements. Try a
new design to see if you
can beat that distance.
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throw at the wall 10
times and attempt to
catch the ball with the
same hand. Repeat with
the left hand. Next throw
with one hand and catch
with an alternate hand.
Swap and repeat.

you used in creating
this meal?

- Write this in your
notebook.

Friday 13/8

Morning English
Spelling:
Activities:
● Look, Cover, Write, Check.
● Rainbow writing- all words
● 5x compound sentences

Brain break:
Complete 10 minutes of
mindfulness, put on some
calming music and relax by
focusing on your breathing.
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Fruit break

Writing
Write a narrative about the
following topic: Through the
doorway.
Where is the doorway? What
type of door is it? Perhaps your
character will find something
on the other side of the door?

Reading:
Read a book/ magazine/
newspaper for 10 minutes.
Write a short paragraph
making connections between
what you have read and what
you know about it.

Break Break

Middle Mathematics
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Skills practice:
Write out your 5 times tables
on the grid provided.

Number Talk:
Write down as many different
ways as possible to break
down this number:
62 810
Maths investigation:

1. If the answer is 256, what
could the equation be? For
example: 257-1=256. What
are the most complicated
equations you can come up
with? Complete this in your
exercise book.

Break Break

Afternoon PDHPE
Using last weeks physical
activity log, choose 2
fundamental movement skills
that you did not attempt in that
week (balancing, running,

-
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jumping, catching, hopping,
throwing, galloping, skipping,
leaping and kicking). Create an
activity that focuses on
improving these fundamental
movement skills. Attempt the
activity and record the first,
second and third attempt to
see if your fundamental
movement skill improves.

Compound sentences
Pick 5 of your spelling
words. Write down a

compound sentence for
each word. Remember to
use the connectives you

have learnt in class.

Verb/noun/adjective sort
Sort out your spelling words
underneath the headings
verbs, nouns, adjectives.

Sort them into their correct
group

Consonant and vowel
Vowel: a, e, i, o ,u

Consonant: every other
letter of the alphabet

Write out your spelling words
using a different colour for

vowel and consonant.

Fancy words
Write each of your words
using fancy writing. Your
letters could be curly or

dooty… or whatever you
decide! Be creative!

Alphabetical order
Write your words out in

alphabetical order

Rainbow writing
Write out all of your spelling
words, use a different colour

for each letter.

Hidden words
Write out all of your spelling
words. With each word, try
and find as many hidden
words as possible. e.g.

sandwich: sand, and, an,
hand, hid etc...

Pyramid
Write each of your words like a

pyramid
s

so
som

some

Join the dots
Write each of your words
using dots. Then join the

dots with a coloured pencil to
make your word.

Upper and lower case words
Write each of your words out

two times.
Write in UPPERCASE the first

time and in lowercase the
second time.
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Weekly Spelling Words Week 5

Focus: Blue Spelling Rule Name:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Red Spelling Words

tapping

tapped

patting

patted

batter

flattest

Orange Spelling Words

bedding

shredder

stepped

wetter

pinned

winning
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Green Spelling Words

chopped

stopping

runner

hugging

rubbed

choppy
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